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by Robbo Holleran

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
F O R W AT E R Q U A L I T Y

W

ater can be scarce or plentiful, but we all want
acres. For example, a small year-round (perennial)
it to be clean. In fact, it’s the law. Each state
stream on your woodlot may drain a few square miles.
has regulations for protecting water quality, and
You might own just a portion of this. The upper slopes
even if you don’t do the logging yourself, the landownwill have seasonal drainages that flow only when it
er is usually liable for water quality violations. Water
rains. These run together into intermittent streams,
quality is a complex subject involving chemistry, temwhich gather into the main stream at the bottom. Each
perature, and turbidity such as sediments, along with
area may have soil limitations, or wetlands to consider.
stream structure, stability, and biology. “Best
Understanding the lay of the watershed will help in
Management Practices,” or BMPs, are simple, practical
planning roads, trails, and appropriate BMPs.
steps to keep sediment out of streams and maintain
natural processes and the integrity of these watersheds.
PLANNING
Before any logging project, it is important to plan the
We all like clean water and we have a responsibility
access for trucks and the main skid trails, especially
to send it downstream in good condition. Logging can
any stream crossings or wetlands. A truck needs to get
cause erosion and siltation, and most of the solutions
to a landing area to pick up logs. The area needs to be
are merely common sense. But each state has different
firm and well drained, and as close to the logging
ways of dealing with it, so what is considered acceptaction as feasible. Deciding whether to build a longer
able in one state might not be in another. Check with
truck road, or drag the logs further, is part art and part
your local Extension Service, consulting forester, or
science. But the size of the trucks and the type of logstate forester. State agencies would much rather have a
ging equipment are part of that decision. Perennial
site visit for technical assistance than for a violation
streams, intermittent (dry) drainages, ponds, wetlands,
and can usually provide a concise booklet that
and even vernal pools are often
describes current practices. There
protected. Planning should
are often rules that are enforced
include the location of main skid
and guidelines that are recomtrails, avoiding wetlands and
mended. Most states are very
stream buffers as much as possipractical in enforcing against
ble. Truck roads and skid trails
egregious offenders and cutting
should be planned for acceptable
some slack for honest efforts. We
grades. Stream crossings are the
work in three states and the
most likely location to cause sedispecifics do vary. Many landownmentation and need to be career or logging associations will
fully planned and executed.
have periodic workshops on
Existing trails and crossings
applying BMPs according to local
might be the best spots, or they
rules.
might not. Just because the last
A watershed is an area that
person did it that way does not
drains to a particular point. It is
mean you should. In some states,
surrounded by a dividing line to
it is a requirement to map out
other watersheds, the height of
Nice trails add to the value
and locate stream crossings,
land. Some watersheds cover sevand usefulness of your land.
buffers, or wetlands before any
eral states, and some, just a few
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logging starts and this is
process with state agencies and
Corduroy and brush mat
reviewed by state foresters. The
the Army Corps of Engineers,
on a wet section of trail.
planning stage involves anticistructural engineering for truck
pating site conditions and the
bridges, and more. Temporary
risks to water quality, such as
bridge panels have become
heavy summer rains, or a thaw
more common and are effecin mid-winter.
tive for spans of less than 16
There are things to take care
feet in many cases. These are
of during logging to reduce the
usually 8-inch-thick hardwood
risks of erosion, and then when
or hemlock in panels 4 feet
the job is done, there are addiwide. Three of them can be
tional steps to “closing it out.”
laid down on some header logs
This is the final step to stabilizwith available logging equiping trails and stream crossings
ment to construct a small
and sometimes involves seed
bridge in an hour. This saves
and/or mulch to establish vegetime and money compared to
tation. This keeps your trails in good shape for next
permanent bridges or installing culverts, especially if
time, and you can often use “wildlife friendly” seed
removal is required. And they can be moved around a
mixes that can act as a meandering food plot.
job as different sections are completed.
Fording a stream can be allowed in rare circumstances where stream bottoms and approaches are staCROSSINGS
Since stream crossings are the point of most exposure
ble, like bedrock or stones. Usually this would be for
between the water and the logging operation, with the
trucks or forwarders that roll across, not for dragging
highest risk of sedimentation, we’ll start here. Truck
logs. The approaches are critical since you cannot get
roads and skid trails should have stable approaches
any mud into the stream. We have used this in
with good drainage, and the
Vermont on wide stony brooks
drainage should run into a filter
during the dry summer season.
strip, not directly into the
Small drainages or wet areas
stream. The best stream crosscan be crossed with “corduroy
ing is the one you can avoid, so
logs” (also called a “pole ford”)
planning should minimize
laid perpendicular to the trail
these as much as possible.
to support logging equipment.
Streams and intermittent
This technique has been
drainages are often regulated by
around for hundreds of years
the acres that drain into a parand is recognized in many
ticular flow. In the Northeast,
states. Since cable skidders
1/2 square mile (320 acres) will
pull material parallel, this fell
usually give a perennial stream
out of practice for a generation,
that may have fish. These are
but grapple skidders, fellerInstalling waterbars
afforded a higher level of probunchers, and forwarders are
with an excavator.
tection than smaller streams,
better able to handle logs
and sometimes fish passage
crosswise. This is often sup(such as open-bottom culverts)
plemented with a hard steel
may be a requirement. Most
pipe for water flow, that can
states will have a table of culwithstand equipment better
vert sizes required for the
than a thin-walled culvert. A
drainage size for small
mat of branches and tops can
drainages. And there are variaalso be added, or used on its
tions for temporary vs. permaown, on wet sections of trail.
nent crossings. Usually, your
This can be called a “brushedtruck road is permanent, and
in” crossing. In Vermont, these
skidder trails are temporary,
are only allowed in winter.
though you may want permaIn almost every state, these
nent crossings on some trails.
temporary crossings, even of
Larger streams require a
dry minor drainages, need to
bridge, and we could do a
be cleaned out at completion
A typical waterbar.
whole article on bridges. There
to restore water flow with the
can be an involved permit
disturbed areas mulched and
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properly drained. Permanent
crossings are built to a higher
standard to withstand heavier
storms.

native plants—and we often
get the best tree regeneration
on this exposed soil—or you
may seed them with conservation mix or wildlife food
mixes. They can sit in stable
TRAILS
Trails are where erosion starts
condition for decades and be
and are a critical asset to your
ready for the next harvest.
woodlot. A good road and trail
Winter use like skiing and
system makes your wood more
snowmobiling should not disA mulched-in
valuable and your woods easier
turb the site at all. Some trails
stream
crossing
at close-out.
to use for hunting, recreation,
have heavy use by hikers,
or wood cutting. Good trails are
mountain bikes, ATVs, jeeps,
easier to maintain and can also add to your real-estate
or horses during unfrozen conditions, and this may be
value. Trails tend to accumulate water as it runs down
a wonderful use of your land, or they could be unwela hill, especially if there are tire ruts. Logging equipcome visitors. Horses, jeeps, and mountain bikes have
ment can compact the soil, impeding the flow. Proper
a high “unit loading,” which can cut through shallow
drainage is the key to success, and good planning is
waterbars. It is a good idea to check these trails every
the place to start. Trails should not run straight up or
year or so to freshen up any needed drainage.
down the slope, but should gradually gain elevation
across the slope. Ideally, trails should run up and then
RULES, GUIDELINES,
down a bit for natural drainage. On steep ground,
AND PROTECTIONS
there may be maximum allowed slopes such as 20% or
Each state will have its own rules and guidelines for
30%. These need to be planned out with a clinometer
wetlands, and the Army Corps of Engineers may have
to measure grades.
some jurisdiction. Many states have wetlands delineatMajor trails that access larger areas should be coned with different levels of protection, and there may
structed with a bulldozer or excavator. Many crews
be special considerations for rare or threatened species
make good use of the feller-buncher head for this.
in a particular spot. Vernal pools (seasonal water bodies
Good trails allow for larger hitches, fewer delays, and
that provide specific habitat) may also be protected. In
faster travel times, adding up to more productive logmany areas, wetlands may include extensive acres of
ging. Minor trails that are only used a few times create
productive forestland, so it is not as simple as just stayless disturbance and risk of erosion, so planning them
ing away. If logging in wetlands is allowed in your area,
is less critical. In any case, disturbed trails need to be
there may be requirements for residual basal area or
drained to reduce erosion, and ruts need to be
percent removal, or restrictions on the time of year
smoothed at completion. The simplest drainage stratesuch as frozen or drier conditions. Also, you are usually
gy is a slight water diversion ditch across the surface of
not allowed to alter any drainage conditions, such as
the trail. We call this a “waterbar,” and it is easily
building a ditched raised trail. Check with your
installed with a skidder blade or other equipment. If
Extension Service before you do anything in a wetthey are deep and abrupt, we call them “tank traps.”
land.
These are used where trails are not expected to be
I was at a logging seminar where a fellow spoke for
operated for recreation, for example, where unautho45 minutes on protecting vernal pools to protect salarized ATV use is being discouraged. Waterbars can be
manders, which would have
very gradual, which we call a
been fine except he had lost
broad-based dip, used on truck
the interest of the loggers after
roads and recreational trails.
about 5 minutes. When I got
Most are somewhere in
up to give my presentation, I
between. Permanent and temwanted to cut this guy some
porary culverts can also be
slack. I explained that a main
used for drainage. Most states
trail through a vernal pool
have a regulation on the spacmight cause a 2-minute delay
ing between drainage devices
for each hitch. If they had 10
based on the slope of the trail,
hitches per day for two weeks,
requiring more waterbars on
then they gain three hours of
steeper trails and at final closeproductive time by avoiding
out.
Installing a culvert in a truck road. the vernal pool. I had their
Subsequent use of trails
(This one is "in progress,"
progress", since it needs to
attention.
may need some maintenance.
have
have at
at least
least aa foot
foot of
of gravel
gravel over
over the
the top.)
top)
Stream and water bodies are
Trails usually revegetate with
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protected by a forested strip that is relatively undisturbed. This will vary by state, and usually by slope,
with a wider zone on steeper sites. Maintaining shade
over the stream keeps the water cool and provides natural debris and nutrients to the biota in the stream.
Cutting is often limited to a certain percent or a residual basal area. Also, equipment use may be restricted
in the buffer strip, so it might only be allowed to fell
trees with a chain saw and winch them out of the protected strip. Roads and trails are only allowed within
these strips where you are doing an approved crossing.
The goal is to have undisturbed forest to filter any
runoff from trails or disturbance up the slope.
Some state BMPs involve the use of hazardous
materials like diesel fuel and hydraulic oils. These
need to be stored in appropriate containers and areas,
such as away from stream buffers. Also, logging crews
should have materials on hand to deal with minor
spills, such as broken hydraulic hoses. For major spills,
most states have technical assistance through their
environmental protection department.
An important tool in forest management is simply
knowing when to stop. Most responsible logging crews
will be watching the weather report to be ready for
heavy summer rains or mid-winter thaw. They should
be planning to take a few days off if conditions are not
workable. Some crews might simply fell trees, but not
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try to skid them out if it is too wet. There comes a
time when shutting down the job is the best option if
conditions are not expected to resume in a suitable
time period. Most loggers cannot take a week of
“vacation” waiting for your woods to dry out, and the
cost of moving equipment off your site, and then moving it back to complete the job, can be thousands.
Hopefully, this decision can be made in agreement
with all the players. Since the landowner is ultimately
responsible for protecting water quality, he (or his
forester) may have to shut down the job.
Roads and trails that are well planned, well built,
and properly closed out at the end of the logging project are a huge asset. They make for a productive logging project with few delays and lower logging cost.
They allow you to enjoy your woodlot in a broad range
of ways, whether for recreation, firewood harvesting,
or other woodlot chores. And they are easier to maintain and will be there, hopefully, for generations to
come. n
Robbo Holleran is a private consulting forester helping
landowners meet their goals in Vermont and adjacent areas.
His work has him outdoors about 150 days each year, plus
play time. He is one of the authors of the most recent
Silvicultural Guide for Northern Hardwoods in the
Northeast.

